Although mechanical properties of concrete under uniaxial compression are important to design concrete structure, current design codes or other empirical equations have clear limitation on the prediction of mechanical properties. Various types of fiber-reinforced reactive powder concrete matrix were tested for making more usable and accurate estimation equations for mechanical properties for ultra high strength concrete. Investigated matrix has compressive strength ranged from 30 MPa to 200 MPa. Ultra high strength concrete was made by means of reactive powder concrete. Preventing brittle failure of this type of matrix, steel fibers were used. The volume fraction of steel fiber ranged from 0 to 2%. From the test results, steel fibers significantly increase the ductility, strength and stiffness of ultra high strength matrix. They are quantified with previously conducted researches about material properties of concrete under uniaxial loading. Applicability of estimation equations for mechanical properties of concrete was evaluated with test results of this study. From the evaluation, regression analysis was carried out, and new estimation equations were proposed. And these proposed equations were applied into stress-strain relation which was developed by previous research. Ascending part, which was affected by proposed equations of this study directly, well fitted into experimental results.
Introduction
The compressive strength of concrete is an important parameter in the design of reinforced concrete structures according to current design criteria [1] . In recent years, performancebased designs have been increasingly used, with accompanying increases in the diversity of types and strengths of concrete and reinforcement used. As a result, prediction of the compressive strength and other mechanical properties of concrete have become important to use various types of materials, because these parameters control the stress-strain behavior of concrete. The concrete stress-strain models developed in previous studies [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] and used extensively are based on coefficients determined from experiments. These stressstrain relations cannot be used without additional investigation because many coefficients for stress-strain relation of concrete are determined by limited number of experiments. The reason for this is that there are limits to the strength ranges to which such models are applicable, depending on the conditions of the tests conducted to develop these models. Therefore, an equation for use in estimating the mechanical properties of ultrahigh strength fiber-reinforced concrete was derived. These equations can serve as a basis for describing the stress-strain relationships for such materials, even beyond the limits of the currently used empirical formulas or code provisions.
Usually, normal strength concrete members are designed using rectangular stress block parameters under flexure. Current design codes provide the rectangular stress block parameters for simplified design methodology. However, these stress blocks are semiempirical parameters. They are determined by tests of reinforced concrete columns and they have apparent limitations. Rectangular stress block can be used because the shape of stress-strain relation of concrete is similar to the trapezoid. However, shape of stress-strain relationship of concrete changed into triangle as increase of 2 Advances in Materials Science and Engineering 200 * f series means fiber-reinforced mix. * * 0 means no fiber, 37 for 0.5% volume fraction of fiber contents, 74 means 1% volume fraction of fiber contents, and 147 means 2% volume fraction of fiber contents. † Water-cement ratio was used for normal strength concrete. † † Coarse aggregates were used for normal strength concrete.
compressive strength of concrete. For this reason, rectangular stress block parameters depend on the compressive strength of concrete. For the compressive strength of concrete, higher than 76 MPa, rectangular stress block parameters 1 and 1 of ACI318 [1] are limited by 0.85 and 0.65, respectively. However, in this case, relation between ultimate strain of concrete and peak stress should be checked again. Because high strength concrete failed with brittle manner usually, they cannot experience the slight and gradual decrease of compressive stress. It may cause the unexpected failure under flexure, especially for ultrahigh strength concrete member.
Making brittle and unexpected failure of ultrahigh strength concrete matrix under compression more ductile, steel fiber can be included in the matrix. Inclusion of steel fiber can change explosive failure of ultrahigh strength concrete and provide more tensile strength and deformability [12] . So steel fiber can usually be used for ultrahigh strength concrete matrix.
Ultrahigh performance concrete usually has much higher compressive strength and tensile strength than normal strength concrete [13, 14] . Shape of stress distribution under compression and effect of tensile strength of concrete shall be considered in design of section. Many related design guidelines were suggested the design methodologies for ultra high performance concrete flexural member but their safety should be investigated and more easy way to design the section shall be found. Therefore, in this study, various types of stress block and distribution combinations were evaluated with experimental result and previous research results.
Compression Testing of Ultrahigh Strength Steel Fiber-Reinforced Concrete
In this study, compression tests of cylindrical concrete specimens with compressive strengths in the range of 30-200 MPa were carried out to derive equations that can be safely used to estimate the mechanical properties of concrete even beyond the strength limits given in the design criteria. The test results were analyzed to determine the stress-strain relationship of concrete over a range of design concrete strengths and compare the relationship to others described by existing equations. The important mechanical properties related to the stress-strain relationship of concrete under compressive loading that were considered in this study were the elastic modulus, the stress-to-matrix strength ratio, and the strain at the maximum stress.
Experiment Design.
According to the previous researches on mechanical properties of concrete and fiber-reinforced concrete [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , the mechanical properties that determine the stress-strain relationship of fiber-reinforced concrete depend on the proportion of fibers contents and matrix strength of concrete. Therefore, the compressive strength of the concrete matrix and the contents of steel fiber are important parameters in this study. The compressive strength range considered was 30-200 MPa. Because it is hard to make compressive strength exceeding 100 MPa, we use reactive powder concrete (RPC) as steel fiber-reinforced concrete matrix. Steel fibers were mixed into concrete batches at volumetric ratios of 0.5% to 2% to ensure both improvement of the structural performance of the concrete and workability of the concrete after addition of the fibers. Five cylindrical specimens ( 100 × 200 mm in size) were produced for each mix. Loading was performed using KS F 2405 [15] . The strain rate of the specimen was measured using a compressor meter. Table 1 lists the mixes used in the testing.
Experimental Results for the Mechanical Properties of Steel
Fiber-Reinforced Reactive Powder Concrete. Figure 1 shows typical stress-strain relation of steel fiber-reinforced powder concrete cylinder specimens. According to Figure 1 , steel fiber can increase ductility and strength of brittle matrix. Therefore, the most important investigation shall be the increase rate of ductility and strength of matrix according to the inclusion of steel fiber. So we listed the test results for the elastic modulus, the maximum stress, and the strain at the maximum stress which show the ductility and strength of material in Table 2 .
The values shown are the average values for the five specimens from each mix. The test results indicate that steel fiber significantly affects the properties related to the ductility of material. Figure 2 shows the trends in the parameters of elastic modulus and strain at peak strength with respect to the steel fiber content.
The mixes with design strengths of 30, 80, 100, 150, and 200 MPa that were reinforced with fibers at a volume of 2% exhibited compressive strength increases of 7.5%, 10.2%, 11.5%, 8.7%, and 9.2%, respectively. The strains at the maximum stress increased by 29.4%, 27.8%, 23.5%, 20.6%, and 10.6%, respectively, with 2% fiber volume fraction. The increases of strain at peak stress are significant in comparison to the increases in strength. Significant increase of strain at peak stress would be caused by the confinement effect of steel fiber to the formation of cracks along the specimen axis, as shown in Figure 3 , the failure aspects of fiber-reinforced specimen. This reinforcing effect on the strain at peak stress was shown in all the cases of compressive strength of matrix. However, the ductility increase of the concrete specimens with strengths greater than 100 MPa was smaller than the increase of the ductility of the 30 and 80 MPa concrete. That is, at higher compressive strengths, the effect of reinforcing effect of steel fibers on improving the ductility decreases.
Estimation of the Mechanical Properties of Steel Fiber-Reinforced Reactive Powder Concrete
We collected concrete material test results from a number of studies [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] and analyzed them together with the test results obtained in this study to estimate the important parameters needed to derive a stress-strain relationship that can be easily applied over a wider range of concrete strengths than the range encompassed by previous studies. The data collected included 295 results for compressive strength increase, 134 results for the strain at the maximum stress, and 1486 results for the elastic modulus. In this study, the reinforcing effect of the fiber was characterized using a reinforcing index (RI) associated with the aspect ratio and other physical properties of the fiber. The value of RI for a particular type of fiber is determined using (1). The aspect ratio of the fibers, the fiber end shape, and the amount of fiber reinforcement are important parameters in this equation. Consider
where RI is reinforcing index, is volume fraction of steel fiber, is length of steel fiber, and is diameter of steel fiber.
The term in (1) is a correction factor for the end shape of the fiber. In this study, we used correction factors of 1, 2.0, and 1.5 for straight fibers, hooked fibers, and crimped fibers, respectively, to correct for the effect of fiber shape, as suggested in the literature [45] .
In order to compare the proposed estimation methods and find the important parameters on mechanical characteristics on steel fiber-reinforced reactive powder concrete we also collect the empirical equations about mechanical characteristic estimation equations for concrete under uniaxial compression. Table 3 shows an equation for estimating the strain at the maximum stress as a function of the reinforcing effect of the steel fibers and the compressive strength of the concrete. Table 4 shows an equation for estimating the elastic modulus. When examining equations about compressive mechanical characteristics on concrete and fiber-reinforced concrete, the most important parameter is compressive strength of concrete and (1), reinforcing index. Most of the equations consider the effect of steel fiber as additional value independent of compressive strength of concrete. However, as shown in test results, increase rate of mechanical properties of steel fiber-reinforced reactive powder concrete is affected by compressive strength of concrete. In this section we quantify the increase rate of mechanical properties of concrete considering combination of compressive strength of matrix and steel fiber contents.
Mechanical Properties of Reactive Powder Concrete Matrix.
For fiber-reinforced concrete, the elastic modulus and the strain at the maximum stress are often determined from equations that are based on test results for nonreinforced mixes. The accuracy of such estimates is significantly affected by the strength ranges of the specimens used to derive the equations. Elastic modulus and values derived from the results of material testing conducted in previous studies [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] and in the present study are shown in Figures 4 and 5 , respectively. The associated equations are also shown. Tables  5 and 6 list the statistical parameters of the equations.
As shown in Table 5 and Figure 4 , the current code provisions show the highest accuracy in the estimation of the However, mean value, coefficient of variation, and IAE (integrated absolute error) values for KCI2012 have lowest value among other prediction methods. In general, the estimation equation for the elastic modulus tends to underestimate the modulus of elasticity for normal strength concrete and overestimate the modulus of elasticity for high strength concrete. However, highest accuracy of KCI2012 occurs because the estimation equation was developed to provide relatively safe estimates for both normal strength and high strength concrete, using different value of Δ according to the compressive strength of concrete. Therefore, even for an ultrahigh strength concrete, there should be no significant problems associated with using the estimation equation presented in the current design standards to estimate the elastic modulus of the concrete. Because , the strain at the maximum stress, is an important boundary condition in defining the stress-strain relationship and important design parameter, we also compared the results of previous studies and the results of this study with respect to this parameter. In previous studies on the stress-strain relationship of concrete, the typical value used for the strain at the maximum stress is 0.002. However, Figure 5 confirms that the strain at the maximum stress tends to increase with the compressive strength of the concrete. It was confirmed that equations from previous studies for estimation of , which take the form of an exponential function of the compressive strength, underestimate the increase in with increasing compressive strength. Table 6 confirms that the accuracy of these equations increases as the compressive strength range considered increases. Given that the equation proposed by Collins et al. [6] has the lowest IAE and average value, Collins et al. [6] estimate . As a result, the IAE decreased by 8.67%, and the average of the ratios of experimental values to estimated values was found to be 1.02, indicating that the estimated values were on the safe side.
Effect of Steel Fiber Contents on Compressive Strength
Increase. Figure 6 shows test results from previous studies [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] and from this study on the effect of the steel fiber contents on the increase in concrete compressive. The increase of maximum stress of test results was expressed as the ratio of the compressive strength of fiber-reinforced specimens to the compressive strength of non-fiber-reinforced specimens. The average compressive strength increase due to fiber reinforcement was 9.7%. However, for specimens of the same design compressive strength, the compressive strength tended to increase linearly with increasing proportions of fiber. Examination of the results classified by the design compressive strength of the concrete indicated that the increase achieved in compressive strength with increasing fiber content tended to decrease with increasing design compressive strength. However, it is difficult to confirm that a clear correlation exists because of the high degree of variation in the test results.
In particular, the correlation between compressive strength increase and fiber content tended to decrease with increasing design compressive strength. The results of our study suggest that the increases achieved in compressive strength with increasing fiber content were comparable over the range of compressive strengths considered. A maximum compressive strength increase of 10% was verified. Figure 7 illustrates the effect of the steel fiber contents on the change in the strain at the maximum stress, as indicated by the results of previous studies and by the results of this study. The change in the strain at the maximum stress exhibited a higher correlation to the contents of steel fibers than did the increase with compressive strength of matrix. The results of the experiments conducted in our study are shown in Figure 7 along with the results from previous studies. The test results indicate that, for mixes with design compressive strengths of 80 MPa, increases with increasing steel fiber content but, for mixes with strengths of more than 100 MPa, decreases with increasing fiber content. This phenomenon was particularly significant for the specimens with design compressive strengths of 200 MPa. Normal strength concrete has shown similar change according to the steel fiber inclusion.
Effect of Steel Fiber Contents on Strain at Peak Stress.

Effect of Steel Fiber Contents on Elastic Modulus of Concrete.
Higher compressive strength of concrete is achieved by homogenization of the constituent materials and of their strengths. Accordingly, the elastic modulus of concrete tends to increase with increasing concrete strength. The elastic modulus derived from test results obtained in previous studies and in our study was examined to assess the trend in the elastic modulus of fiber-reinforced reactive powder concrete with respect to the previously defined reinforcing index. Figure 8 shows the distribution of elastic modulus of concrete test results according to the reinforcing index. Because the elastic modulus is affected by the strength and strain simultaneously, the increases in strength and stress exhibit similar trends. The degree to which the elastic modulus increased with the fiber reinforcing index decreased with increasing concrete compressive strength. However, the average increase was 6.5% which is lesser than that for the strength or strain. Our test results revealed similar trends. Specimens in the C80 test group (with design compressive strengths of 80 MPa) exhibited the greatest increases among high strength concrete mixes. Specimens in test groups with design compressive strength greater than 100 MPa exhibited smaller increases and trends similar to those observed in the results from previous studies.
Equation for Estimating the Effect of the Steel Fiber Contents on the Mechanical Properties of Steel Fiber-Reinforced Reactive Powder Concrete under Uniaxial Compression
The effects of steel fiber on concrete strength improvement observed in the test results obtained in this study and in previous studies [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] were quantified for compressive strength ranges in increments of 20 MPa, as shown in Figure 9 . The magnitude of the improvement within each range was determined from linear regression analysis of the data for the specimens within that range. The regression analysis was performed using the model form shown as
where is mechanical properties for steel fiber-reinforced concrete, is mechanical properties on nonreinforced concrete, RI is reinforcing index, and is regression coefficient. The increase in compressive strength with inclusion of steel fiber exhibited a clear decreasing trend with increasing concrete compressive strength. The results of the regression analysis suggest that the magnitude of the improvement in the compressive strength, which depends on the elastic modulus, the strain at the maximum stress, and the compressive strength of concrete, can be expressed by
In the above equation, 1 and 1 are regression coefficients. The values of 1 and 1 were determined to be 0.29 and 0.0013, respectively, for change in the compressive strength; 0.52 and 0.0026, respectively, for change in ; and 0.20 and 0.00092, respectively, for change in elastic modulus.
In order to verify the applicability of proposed equations predicting mechanical properties of steel fiber-reinforced reactive powder concrete under uniaxial compression, we apply these equations to the stress-strain relation of concrete under uniaxial compression.
Most of the stress-strain relation of concrete are determined by the important mechanical properties, elastic modulus of concrete, and strain at peak stress. Stress-strain relations proposed by previous researches were investigated. There are several types of stress-strain relation of concrete. But in this study, we investigated the way to use the elastic modulus for predicting stress-strain relation of concrete, because stress-strain relations of high strength or ultrahigh strength concrete depend on the elastic modulus as we investigated in this study. The first one of stress-strain relation of concrete we investigated is suggested by Collins et al. [6] and the other is suggested by Attard and Setunge [10] . Collins et al. use the differential of plasticity as base model and Attard and Setunge [10] use the mathematical model to predict stress-strain relationship. Both of them use the elastic modulus of concrete as main variable for prediction of stressstrain relation. However, mathematical model which was suggested by Attard and Setunge [10] needs more boundary conditions such as inflection points after experiencing peak stress. Inflection points of descending curve of stress-strain relation are highly dependent on the experimental equipment. Therefore, in this study, stress-strain relation suggested by Collins et al. [6] is used for prediction of stress-strain relation by using proposed equation of main variables such as elastic modulus and strain at peak stress. The stress-strain relation suggested by Collins et al. [6] can be described using
where is peak stress obtained from cylinder test, is strain when reaches , is curve fitting factor equal to /( − ), is tangent stiffness when is zero, is secant stiffness when is , and model the strain decay before and after experiencing peak stress. and are suggested by using data of high strength concrete and we decided to use these two variables without change. and can be calculated by using = 0.8 + 17 , = 0.67 + 62 .
For the verification of the applicability of suggested equations, stress-strain relationships of concrete were constructed and compared with experimental results. As can be seen in Figure 10 , predicted stress-strain relationship of ascending curve was well fitted into the experimental results. However, descending curve of prediction shows less accuracy in descending part of the total stress-strain relation. The inaccuracy of descending curve of stress-strain relation prediction might be caused by the difference of stiffness of experiencing equipment. Making more exact solution, energy absorption capacity under compression shall be investigated.
Conclusion
In this study, we conducted material testing to evaluate the properties of ultrahigh strength concrete which was made from reactive powder concrete reinforced with steel fibers under compressive loading, and we evaluated the suitability of equations developed in previous studies for use in estimating material properties of ultrahigh strength concrete. The results of this study are summarized as follows.
(1) The compression test results for non-fiber-reinforced and fiber-reinforced ultrahigh strength concrete specimens indicated that non-fiber-reinforced concrete specimens exhibited brittle fractures, whereas fiberreinforced concrete specimens did not. The test results suggest that reinforcing fibers resisted the horizontal tensile forces induced by vertical compressive loading.
(2) The test results confirmed that the effects of steel fiber on the concrete compressive strength, strain at maximum stress, and elastic modulus exhibited linear trends regardless of the compressive strength of the mix. Compressive strength and elastic modulus were not significantly affected by the amount of reinforcing fiber in the mix. However, a relatively strong effect on the strain at the maximum stress was confirmed. (3) The mechanical properties of the concrete, such as the elastic modulus and the strain at the peak stress, were estimated with a high degree of accuracy using the secant modulus estimation equation presented in the current design standards and by Collins et al. 's equation, respectively. Thus, the applicability of these equations to concrete in the ultrahigh strength range was confirmed. (4) Regression analyses were performed on the test results from this study and previous studies to describe the effects of fiber reinforcement on the material properties of interest. The analysis results showed that the reinforcing effects of steel fiber can be expressed in terms of the fiber reinforcing index. (5) Analysis of the test results confirmed that the relevant mechanical properties of concrete mix at a given strength level improve in proportion to the fiber reinforcement index. Linear regression analyses were performed for the mechanical properties using equations of the same form for all strength levels. The equation form was chosen so that different values of the regression coefficients were obtained for each strength level. (6) Proposed equations for mechanical properties under uniaxial compression on concrete can be used as main variables of stress-strain relation. According to comparison, ascending curve of stress-strain relation can be well fitted into experimental results. However, descending part of stress-strain relation cannot be well fitted because prediction method did not consider the energy dissipation capacity after experiencing peak stress. In order to construct full range of stress-strain relation of fiber-reinforced concrete, boundary conditions after peak stress shall be considered.
